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the highlight of trilla is the 7-minute war zone, a track that has the instantly recognizable atlanta
trap-sque sound that has been typical of west coast rap for the past few years (think too $hort,

shawty shaw and rick ross) and that new york has also adopted. the track opens with a slow, almost-
moroccan-esque, organ-and-wash a cappella and then ross drops word bombs with a reckless

cadence that is so appealing it wouldnt be out of place in an episode of the wire. because of the
nature of this album, it is practically impossible to highlight each of the best songs on the album.
even if you want to use the album as a whole, you have to acknowledge its flaws. unlike b.o.b or
drake, ross is not a rapper who has any problem with saying what he feels, and as such, may not

appeal to everyone. ross has a vocal delivery that never really switches gears (even if the album is
mostly all over the place in its flow), and some of the lyrics are questionable at best. the gap

between take a picture and port of miami is the longest and worst until deeper than rap. the music
has sharp and experimental qualities, but its lack of cohesion keeps it from being any sort of

compelling listen. the follow up, the teflon don, doesn’t take a whole lot of time to heat up, but then
it sort of fades away. the most accomplished single on the album is ponzi scheme, though its far

from the caliber of crack a bottle. there are a few shining highlights, namely walter mitty, and the
classic mishearing/mix-up of the memorable track b.m.f., where the group changes the title from

beast mode fucking. so the teflon don is good for the jams, but not much more.
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